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Importance of quantum decoherence in brain processes

Max Tegmark*
Institute for Advanced Study, Olden Lane, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

and Department of Physics, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104
~Received 6 July 1999!

Based on a calculation of neural decoherence rates, we argue that the degrees of freedom of the human brain
that relate to cognitive processes should be thought of as a classical rather than quantum system, i.e., that there
is nothing fundamentally wrong with the current classical approach to neural network simulations. We find that
the decoherence time scales (;10213– 10220 s) are typically much shorter than the relevant dynamical time
scales (;1023– 1021 s), both for regular neuron firing and for kinklike polarization excitations in microtu-
bules. This conclusion disagrees with suggestions by Penrose and others that the brain acts as a quantum
computer, and that quantum coherence is related to consciousness in a fundamental way.

PACS number~s!: 87.17.Aa, 05.30.2d, 87.19.2j, 87.18.Sn
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I. INTRODUCTION

In most current mainstream biophysics research on co
tive processes, the brain is modeled as a neural netw
obeying classical physics. In contrast, Penrose@1,2#, and oth-
ers have argued that quantum mechanics may play an e
tial role, and that successful brain simulations can only
performed with a quantum computer. The main purpose
this paper is to address this issue with quantitative deco
ence calculations.

The field of artificial neural networks~for an introduction,
see e.g., Refs.@4–6#! is currently booming, driven by a broa
range of applications and improved computing resources.
though the popular neurological models come in various l
els of abstraction, none involve effects of quantum cohere
in any fundamental way. Encouraged by successes in m
eling memory, learning, visual processing, etc.@7,8#, many
workers in the field have boldly conjectured that a su
ciently complex neural network could in principle perfor
all cognitive processes that we associated with conscio
ness.

On the other hand, many authors have argued that c
sciousness can only by understood as a quantum effect
instance, Wigner@9# suggested that consciousness w
linked to the quantum measurement problem, and this i
has been greatly elaborated by Stapp@3#. ~Interestingly,
Wigner changed his mind and gave up this idea@10# after he
became aware of the first paper on decoherence in 1
@11#.! There have been numerous suggestions that consc
ness is a macroquantum effect, involving superconducti
@12#, superfluidity @13#, electromagnetic fields@14#, Bose
condensation@15,16#, superfluorescence@17#, or some other
mechanism@18,19#. Perhaps the most concrete one is that
Penrose@2#, proposing that this takes place in microtubule
the ubiquitous hollow cylinders that among other things h
cells maintain their shapes. It has been argued that micr
bules can process information like a cellular automaton@20#,
and Penrose suggests that they operate as a quantum
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puter. This idea has been further elaborated employing st
theory methods@21–27#.

The make-or-break issue for all these quantum model
whether the relevant degrees of freedom of the brain can
sufficiently isolated to retain their quantum coherence, a
opinions are divided. For instance, Stapp has argued
interaction with the environment is probably small enough
be unimportant for certain neural processes@28#, whereas
Zeh @29#, Zurek @30#, Scott @31#, Hawking @32#, and Hepp
@33# have conjectured that environment-induced decohere
will rapidly destroy macrosuperpositions in the brain. It
therefore timely to try to settle the issue with detailed calc
lations of the relevant decoherence rates. This is the purp
of the present work.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec.
we briefly review the open system quantum mechanics n
essary for our calculations, and introduce a decomposi
into three subsystems to place the problem in its proper c
text. In Sec. III, we evaluate decoherence rates both for n
ron firing and for the microtubule processes proposed
Penroseet al., relegating some technical details to the A
pendix. We conclude in Sec. IV by discussing the implic
tions of our results, both for modeling cognitive brain pr
cesses and for incorporating them into a quantu
mechanical treatment of the rest of the world.

II. SYSTEMS AND SUBSYSTEMS

In this section, we review those aspects of quantum m
chanics for open systems that are needed for our calculati
and introduce a classification scheme and a subsystem
composition to place the problem at hand in its appropri
context.

A. Notation

Let us first briefly review the quantum mechanics of su
systems. The state of an arbitrary quantum system is
scribed by its density matrixr, which left in isolation will
evolve in time according to the Schro¨dinger equation
4194 © 2000 The American Physical Society
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ṙ52 i @H,r#/\. ~1!

It is often useful to view a system as composed of two s
systems, so that some of the degrees of freedom corres
to the first and the rest to the second. The state of subsy
i is described by the reduced density matrixr i obtained by
tracing ~marginalizing! over the degrees of freedom of th
other:r1[tr2r, r2[tr1r. Let us decompose the Hamiltonia
as

H5H11H21H int, ~2!

where the operatorH1 affects only the first subsystem an
H2 affects only the second subsystem. The interact
HamiltonianH int is the remaining nonseperable part, defin
as H int[H2H12H2 , so such a decomposition is alway
possible, although it is generally only useful ifH int is in
some sense small.

If H int50, i.e., if there is no interaction between the tw
subsystems, then it is easy to show thatṙ i52 i @Hi ,r i #/\,
i 51,2, that is, we can treat each subsystem as if the res
the universe did not exist, ignoring any correlations with t
other subsystem that may have been present in the full n
separable density matrixr. It is of course this property tha
makes density matrices so useful in the first place, and
led von Neumann to invent them@34#: the full system is
assumed to obey Eq.~1! simply because its interactions wit
the rest of the universe are negligible.

B. Fluctuation, dissipation, communication, and decoherence

In practice, the interactionH int between subsystems
usually not zero. This has a number of qualitatively differe
effects: ~1! Fluctuation,~2! dissipation,~3! communication,
and~4! decoherence. The first two involve transfer of ener
between the subsystems, whereas the last two involve
change of information. The first three occur in classi
physics as well—only the last one is a purely quantu
mechanical phenomenon.

For example, consider a tiny colloid grain~subsystem 1!
in a jar of water~subsystem 2!. Collisions with water mol-
ecules with causefluctuationsin the center-of-mass positio
of the colloid ~Brownian motion!. If its initial velocity is
high,dissipation~friction! will slow it down to a mean speed
corresponding to thermal equilibrium with the water. T
dissipation time scaletdiss, defined as the time it would tak
to lose half of the initial excess energy, will in this case be
ordertcoll(M /m), wheretcoll is the mean-free time betwee
collisions,M the colloid mass, andm is the mass of a wate
molecule. We will definecommunicationas exchange of in-
formation. The information that the two subsystems ha
about each other, measured in bits, is

I 12[S11S22S, ~3!

whereSi[2trir i logri is the entropy of thei th subsystem,
S[2trr logr is the entropy of the total system, and th
logarithms are base 2. If this mutual information is zero, th
the states of the two systems are uncorrelated and inde
dent, with the density matrix of the separable formr5r1
^ r2 . If the subsystems start out independent, any interac
will at least initially increase the subsystem entropiesSi ,
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thereby increasing the mutual information, since the entro
S of the total system always remains constant.

This apparent entropy increase of subsystems, whic
related to the arrow of time and the second law of therm
dynamics@35#, occurs also in classical physics. Howeve
quantum mechanics produces a qualitatively new effec
well, known as decoherence@11,36,37#, suppressing off-
diagonal elements in the reduced density matricesr i . This
effect destroys the ability to observe long-range quant
superpositions within the subsystems, and is now rather w
understood and uncontroversial@30,38–42#—the interested
reader is referred to@43# and a recent book on decoheren
@44# for details. For instance, if our colloid was initially in
superposition of two locations separated by a centimeter,
macrosuperposition would for all practical purposes be
stroyed by the first collision with a water molecule, i.e., on
time scaletdecof ordertcoll , with the quantum superpositio
surviving only on scales below the de Broglie wavelength
the water molecule@45–47#. This means thattdiss/tdec
;(M /m) in our example, i.e., that decoherence is mu
faster than dissipation for macroscopic objects, and
qualitative result has been shown to hold quite generally
well ~see Ref.@43# and references therein!. Loosely speak-
ing, this is because each microscopic particle that scatters
of the subsystem carries away only a tiny fractionm/M of
the total energy, but essentially all of the necessary inform
tion.

C. Classification of systems

Let us define the dynamical time scaletdyn of a subsystem
as that which is characteristic of its internal dynamics. Fo
planetary system or an atom,tdyn would be the orbital fre-
quency.

The qualitative behavior of a system depends on the r
of these time scales, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Iftdyn!tdec, we
are dealing with a true quantum system, since its superp
tions can persist long enough to be dynamically important
tdyn@tdiss, it is hardly meaningful to view it as an indepen
dent system at all, since its internal forces are so weak
they are dwarfed by the effects of the surroundings. In

FIG. 1. The qualitative behavior of a subsystem depends on
time scales for dynamics, dissipation, and decoherence. This
sification is by necessity quite crude, so the boundaries should
be thought of as sharp.
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4196 PRE 61MAX TEGMARK
intermediate case wheretdec!tdyn&tdiss, we have a familiar
classical system.

The relation betweentdec and tdiss depends only on the
form of H int , whereas the question of whethertdyn falls be-
tween these values depends on the normalization ofH int in
Eq. ~2!. Sincetdec;tdiss for microscopic~atom-sized! sys-
tems andtdec!tdiss for macroscopic ones, Fig. 1 shows th
whereas macroscopic systems can behave quantum mec
cally, microscopic ones can never behave classically.

D. Three systems: Subject, object, and environment

Most discussions of quantum statistical mechanics s
the universe into two subsystems@48#: the object under con
sideration and everything else~referred to as the environ
ment!. Since our purpose is to model the observer, we n
to include a third subsystem as well, the subject. As ill
trated in Fig. 2, we therefore decompose the total system
three subsystems, as follows.

~1! The subjectconsists of the degrees of freedom as
ciated with the subjective perceptions of the observer. T
does not include any other degrees of freedom associ
with the brain or other parts of the body.

~2! The objectconsists of the degrees of freedom that t
observer is interested in studying, e.g., the pointer posi
on a measurement apparatus.

~3! The environmentconsists of everything else, i.e., a
the degrees of freedom that the observer is not paying a
tion to. By definition, these are the degrees of freedom
we always perform a partial trace over.

Note that the first two definitions are very restrictiv
Whereas the subject would include the entire body of

FIG. 2. An observer can always decompose the world into th
subsystems: the degrees of freedom corresponding to her subje
perceptions~the subject!, the degrees of freedom being studied~the
object!, and everything else~the environment!. As indicated, the
subsystem HamiltoniansHs ,Ho ,He and the interaction Hamilto-
niansHso ,Hoe ,Hse can cause qualitatively very different effect
which is why it is often useful to study them separately. This pa
focuses on the interactionHse.
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observer in the common way of speaking, only very fe
degrees of freedom qualify as our subject or object. For
stance, if a physicist is observing a Stern-Gerlach appara
the vast majority of the;1028 degrees of freedom in the
observer and apparatus are counted as environment, n
subject or object.

The term ‘‘perception’’ is used in a broad sense in item
including thoughts, emotions, and any other attributes of
subjectively perceived state of the observer.

The practical usefulness in this decomposition lies in t
one can often neglect everything except the object and
internal dynamics~given byHo) to first order, using simple
prescriptions to correct for the interactions with the subj
and the environment. The effects of bothHso andHoe have
been extensively studied in the literature.Hso involves quan-
tum measurement, and gives rise to the usual interpreta
of the diagonal elements of the object density matrix as pr
abilities.Hoe produces decoherence, selecting a preferred
sis and making the object act classically if the conditions
Fig. 1 are met.

In contrast,Hse, which causes decoherence directly in t
subject system, has received relatively little attention. It
the focus of the present paper, and the next section is
voted to quantitative calculations of decoherence in br
processes, aimed at determining whether the subject sy
should be classified as classical or quantum in the sens
Fig. 1. We will return to Fig. 2 and a more detailed discu
sion of its various subsystem interactions in Sec. IV.

III. DECOHERENCE RATES

In this section, we will make quantitative estimates
decoherence rates for neurological processes. We first
lyze the process of neuron firing, widely assumed to be c
tral to cognitive processes. We also analyze electrical e
tations in microtubules, which Penrose and others h
suggested may be relevant to conscious thought.

A. Neuron firing

Neurons~see Fig. 3! are one of the key building blocks o
the brain’s information processing system. It is widely b
lieved that the complex network of;1011 neurons with their
nonlinear synaptic couplings is in some way linked to o
subjective perceptions, i.e., to the subject degrees of f
dom. If this picture is correct, then ifHs or Hso puts the
subject into a superposition of two distinct mental stat
some neurons will be in a superposition of firing and n
firing. How fast does such a superposition of a firing a
nonfiring neuron decohere?

Let us consider this process in more detail. For introd
tory reviews of neuron dynamics, the reader is referred
e.g., @49–51#. Like virtually all animal cells, neurons hav
ATP driven pumps in their membranes which push sodi
ions out of the cell into the surrounding fluids and potassi
ions the other way. The former process is slightly more
ficient, so the neuron contains a slight excess of nega
charge in its ‘‘resting’’ state, corresponding to a potent
differenceU0'20.07 V across the axon membrane~‘‘axo-
lemma’’!. There is an inherent instability in the system, ho
ever. If the potential becomes substantially less negat
then voltage-gated sodium channels in the axon memb
open up, allowing Na1 ions to come gushing in. This make
the potential still less negative, causes still more open
etc. This chain reaction, ‘‘firing,’’ propagates down the ax
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at a speed of up to 100 m/s, changing the potential differe
to a valueU1 that is typically of order10.03 V @50#.

The axon quickly recovers. After less than; 1 ms, the
sodium channels close regardless of the voltage, and l
potassium channels~also voltage gated, but with a time de
lay! open up allowing K1 ions to flow out and restore th
resting potentialU0 . The ATP driven pumps quickly restor
the Na1 and K1 concentrations to their initial values, makin
the neuron ready to fire again if triggered. Fast neurons
fire over 103 times per second.

Consider a small patch of the membrane, assumed t
roughly flat with uniform thicknessh as in Fig. 3. If there is
an excess surface density6s of charge near the inside
outside membrane surfaces, giving a voltage differentiaU
across the membrane, then application of Gauss’ law tell
that s5e0E, where the electric field strength in the mem
brane isE5U/h ande0 is the vacuum permittivity. Conside
an axon of lengthL and diameterd, with a fractionf of its
surface area bare~not insulated with myelin!. The total active
surface area is thusA5pdL f , so the total number of Na1

ions that migrate in during firing is

N5
As

q
5

pdL fe0~U12U0!

qh
, ~4!

whereq is the ionic charge (q5qe , the absolute value of the
electron charge!. Taking values typical for central nervou
system axons@53,54#, h58 nm, d510mm, L510 cm, f
51023, U0520.07 V, andU1510.03 V, gives N'106

ions, and reasonable variations in our parameters can ch
this number by a few orders of magnitude.

B. Neuron decoherence mechanisms

Above we saw that a quantum superposition of the neu
states ‘‘resting’’ and ‘‘firing’’ involves of order a million
ions being in a spatial superposition of inside and outside

FIG. 3. Schematic illustration of a neuron~left!, a section of the
myelinated axon~center!, and a piece of its axon membrane~right!.
The axon is typically insulated~myelinated! with small bare patches
every 0.5 mm or so~so-called nodes of Ranvier! where the voltage-
sensitive sodium and potassium gates are concentrated@52,53#. If
the neuron is in a superposition of firing and not firing, thenN
;106Na1 ions are in a superposition of being inside and outside
cell ~right!.
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axon membrane, separated by a distance of ordeh
;10 nm. In this subsection, we will compute the time sc
on which decoherence destroys such a superposition.

In this analysis, the object is the neuron, and the supe
sition will be destroyed by any interaction with other~envi-
ronment! degrees of freedom that is sensitive to where
ions are located. We will consider the following thre
sources of decoherence for the ions:~1! Collisions with other
ions, ~2! collisions with water molecules, and~3! Coloumb
interactions with more distant ions. There are many m
decoherence mechanisms@44–46#. Exotic candidates such a
quantum gravity @55# and modified quantum mechanic
@56,57# are generally much weaker@46#. A number of deco-
herence effects may be even stronger than those listed,
interactions as the ions penetrate the membrane—the li
effects will turn out to be so strong that we can make o
argument by simply using them as lower limits on the act
decoherence rate.

Let r denote the density matrix for the positionr of a
single Na1 ion. As reviewed in the Appendix, all three of th
listed processes causer to evolve as

r~x,x8,t01t !5r~x,x8,t0! f ~x,x8,t ! ~5!

for some functionf that is independent of the ion stater and
depends only on the interaction HamiltonianH int . This as-
sumes that we can neglect the motion of the ion itself on
decoherence time scale—we will see that this condition
met with a broad margin.

1. Ion-ion collisions

For scattering of environment particles~processes 1 and
2! that have a typical de Broglie wavelengthl, we have@46#

f ~x,x8,t !5exp@2Lt~12e2ux82xu2/2l2
!#

'H exp@2ux82xu2Lt/2l2# for ux82xu!l,

e~2Lt ! for ux82xu@l.

~6!

HereL is the scattering rate, given byL[n^sv&, wheren is
the density of scatterers,s is the scattering cross section, an
v is the velocity. The productsv is averaged over the ve
locity distribution, which we take to be a thermal~Boltz-
mann! distribution corresponding toT537 °C'310 K. The
gist of Eq. ~6! is that a single collision decoheres the io
down to the de Broglie wavelength of the scattering partic
The informationI 12 communicated during the scattering
I 12; log2(Dx/l) bits, whereDx is the initial spread in the
position of our particle.

Since the typical de Broglie wavelength of a Na1 ion
~massm'23mp) or H2O molecule (m'18mp) is

l5
2p\

A3mkT
'0.03 nm ~7!

at 310 K, way smaller than the the membrane thicknesh
;10 nm over which we need to maintain quantum coh
ence, we are clearly in theux82xu@l limit of Eq. ~6!. This
means that the spatial superposition of an ion decays e
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nentially on the time scale ofL21 order its mean free time
between collisions. Since the superposition of the neu
states ‘‘resting’’ and ‘‘firing’’ involves N such superposed
ions, it thus gets destroyed on a time scalet[(NL)21.

Let us now evaluatet. Coulomb scattering between tw
ions of unit charge gives substantial deflection anglesu
;1) with a cross section or order

s;S gq2

mv2D 2

, ~8!

wherev is the relative velocity andg[1/4pe0 is the Cou-
lomb constant.†If the first ion starts at rest atr15(0,0,0) and
the second is incident withr25(vt,b,0), then a very weak
scattering with deflection angleu!1 will leave these trajec-
tories roughly unchanged, the radial forceF5gq2/ur1
2r2u2 merely causing a net transverse acceleration@58#

Dvy5E
2`

` ŷ•F

m
dt5E

2`

` gq2bdt

@b21~vt !2#3/25
2gq2

mvb
. ~9!

The approximation breaks down as the deflection anglu
'Dvy /v approaches unity. This occurs forb;gq2/mv2,
giving s5pb2 as in Eq.~8!.‡ In thermal equilibrium, the
kinetic energymv2/2 is of orderkT, so v;AkT/m. For the
ion density, let us writen5hnH2O where the density of wate

moleculesnH2O is about (1 g/cm3)/(18mp);1023/cm3 andh
is the relative concentration of ions~positive and negative
combined!. Typical ion concentrations during the restin
state are @Na1#59.2(120) mmol/l and @K1#
5140(2.5) mmol/l inside~outside! the axon membrane@49#,
corresponding to total Na11K1 concentrations of h
'0.000 27(0.000 22) inside~outside!. To be conservative
we will simply useh'0.0002 throughout. Ion-ion collision
therefore destroy the superposition on a time scale

t;
1

Nnsv
;

Am~kT!3

Ng2qe
4n

;10220 s. ~10!

2. Ion-water collisions

Since H2O molecules are electrically neutral, the cro
section is dominated by their electric dipole momentp
'1.85 Debye'(0.0385 nm)qe . We can model this dipole a
two opposing unit charges separated by a distancey[p/qe
!b, so summing the two corresponding contributions fro
Eq. ~9! gives a deflection angle

u'
2gqep

mv2b2 . ~11!

This gives a cross section

s5pb2;
gqep

mv2 ~12!

for scattering with large (u;1) deflections. Althoughs is
smaller than for the case of ion-ion collisions,n is larger
because the concentration factorh drops out, giving a final
result
n t;
1

Nnsv
;

AmkT

Ngqepn
;10220 s. ~13!

3. Interactions with distant ions

As shown in the Appendix, long-range interaction with
distant~environment! particle gives

f ~r ,r 8,t !5 p̂2@M ~r 82r !t/\#, ~14!

up to a phase factor that is irrelevant for decoherence. H
p̂2 is the Fourier transform ofp2(r )[r2(r,r ), the probabil-
ity distribution for the location of the environment particl
M is the 333 Hessian matrix of second derivatives of th
interaction potential of the two particles at their mean se
ration. A slightly less general formula was derived in t
seminal paper@45#. For roughly thermal states,r2 ~and thus
p! is likely to be well approximated by a Gaussian@59,60#.
This gives

f ~r ,r 8,t !5exp@2 1
2~r 82r ! tM tSM ~r 82r !t2/\2#, ~15!

whereS5^r2r2
t &2^r2&^r2

t & is the covariance matrix of the
location of the environment particle. Decoherence is
stroyed when the exponent becomes of order unity, i.e., o
time scale

t[@~r 82r ! tM tSM ~r 82r !#21/2\. ~16!

Assuming a Coulomb potentialV5gq2/ur22r1u gives M
5(3âât2I )gq2/a3 wherea[r22r15aâ, uâu51. For ther-
mal states, we have the isotropic caseS5(Dx)2I , so Eq.
~16! reduces to

t5
\a3

gq2ur 82r uDx
~113 cos2 u!21/2, ~17!

where cosu[â•(r 82r )/ur 82r u. To be conservative, we tak
Dx to be as small as the uncertainty principle allows. W
the thermal constraint (Dp)2/m&kT on the momentum un-
certainty, this gives

Dx5
\

2Dp
;

\

AmkT
. ~18!

Substituting this into Eq.~17! and dividing by the number o
ions N, we obtain the decoherence time scale

t;
a3AmkT

Ngq2ur 82r u
, ~19!

caused by a single environment ion a distancea away. Each
such ion will produce its own suppression factorf, so we
need to sum the exponent in Eq.~15! over all ions. Since the
tidal forceM}a23 causes the exponent to drop asa26, this
sum will generally be dominated by the very closest io
which will typically be a distancea;n21/3 away. We are
interested in decoherence for separationsur 82r u5h, the
membrane thickness, which gives
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t;
AmkT

Ngqe
2nh

;10219 s. ~20!

The relation between these different estimates is discusse
more detail in the Appendix.

C. Microtubules

Microtubules are a major component of the cytoskelet
the ‘‘scaffolding’’ that helps cells maintain their shape
They are hollow cylinders of diameterD524 nm made up of
13 filaments that are strung together out of proteins known
tubulin dimers. These dimers can make transitions betw
two states known asa and b, corresponding to differen
electric dipole moments along the axis of the tube. It h
been argued that microtubules may have additional funct
as well, serving as a means of energy and information tra
fer @20#. A model has been presented whereby the dipo
dipole interactions between nearby dimers can lead to lo
range polarization and kinklike excitations that may tra
down the microtubules at speeds exceeding 1 m/s@61#.

Penrose has gone further and suggested that the dyna
of such excitations can make a microtubule act like a qu
tum computer, and that microtubules are the site of of hum
consciousness@2#. This idea has been further elaborated@21–
24# employing methods from string theory, with the concl
sion that quantum superpositions of coherent excitations
persist for as long as a second before being destroyed
decoherence. See also Refs.@62,63#. This was hailed as a
success for the model, the interpretation being that the qu
tum gravity effect on microtubules was identified with th
human though process on this same time scale.

This decoherence ratet;1 s was computed assuming th
quantum gravity is the main decoherence source. Since
quantum gravity model is somewhat controversial@32# and
its effect has been found to be more than 20 orders of m
nitude weaker than other decoherence sources in some
@46#, it seems prudent to evaluate other decoherence sou
for the microtubule case as well, to see whether they ar
fact dominant. We will now do so.

Using coordinates where thex axis is along the tube axis
the above-mentioned models all focus on the time evolu
of p(x), the averagex component of the electric dipole mo
ment of the tubulin dimers at eachx. In terms of this polar-
ization functionp(x), the net charge per unit length of tub
is 2p8(x). The propagating kinklike excitations@61# are of
the form

p~x!5H 1p0 for x!x0 ,

2p0 for x@x0 ,
~21!

where the kink locationx0 propagates with constant spee
and has a width on the order of a few tubulin dimers. T
polarization strengthp0 is such that the total charge aroun
the kink isQ52*p8(x)dx52p0;940qe , due to the pres-
ence of 18 Ca21 ion on each of the 13 filaments contributin
to p0 @61#.

Suppose that such a kink is in two different places
superposition, separated by some distanceur 82r u. How rap-
idly will the superposition be destroyed by decoherence?
be conservative, we will ignore collisions between polariz
tubulin dimers and nearby water molecules, since it has b
in
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argued that these may be in some sense ordered and p
the quantum system@24#—although this argument is difficul
to maintain for the water outside the microtubule, which p
meates the entire cell volume. Let us instead apply Eq.~19!,
with N5Q/qe;103. The distance to the nearest ion w
generally be less thana5D1n21/3;26 nm, where the tubu-
lin diameterD524 nm dominates over the interion separ
tion n21/3;2 nm in the fluid surrounding the microtubule
Superpositions spanning many tubuline dimers (ur 82r
u@D) therefore decohere on a time scale

t;
D2AmkT

Ngqe
2 ;10213 s ~22!

due to the nearest ion alone. This is quite a conserva
estimate, since the othernD3;103 ions that are merely a
small fraction further away will also contribute to the dec
herence rate, but it is nonetheless 6–7 orders of magni
shorter than the estimates of Mavromatos and Nanopo
@25–27# and 12 orders of magnitude shorter than the ti
scale quoted by Hameroff@28#. We will comment on screen
ing effects below.

1. Decoherence summary

Our decoherence rates are summarized in Table I. H
accurate are they likely to be? In the calculations above,
generally tried to be conservative, erring on the side of
derestimating the decoherence rate. For instance, we
glected thatN potassium ions also end up in superpositi
once the neuron firing is quenched, we neglected the co
bution of other abundant ions such as Cl2 to h, and we
ignored collisions with water molecules in the microtubu
case.

Since we were only interested in order-of-magnitude e
mates, we made a number of crude approximations, e.g.
the cross sections. We neglected screening effects bec
the decoherence rates were dominated by the particles clo
to the system, i.e., the very same particles that are res
sible for screening the charge from more distant ones.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. The classical nature of brain processes

The calculations above enable us to address the que
of whether cognitive processes in the brain constitute a c
sical or quantum system in the sense of Fig. 1. If we take
characteristic dynamical time scale for such processes t
tdyn;1022 s– 100 s ~the apparent time scale of e.g., spee
thought and motor response!, then a comparison oftdyn with
tdec from Table I shows that processes associated with ei
conventional neuron firing or with polarization excitations
microtubules fall squarely in the classical category, by a m

TABLE I. Decoherence time scales.

Object Environment tdec

Neuron Colliding ion 10220 s
Neuron Colliding H2O 10220 s
Neuron Nearby ion 10219 s
Microtubule Distant ion 10213 s
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gin exceeding ten orders of magnitude. Neuron firing itsel
also highly classical, since it occurs on a time scaletdyn
;102321024 s @54#. Even a kinklike microtubule excitation
is classical by many orders of magnitude, since it travers
short tubule on a time scaletdyn;531027 s @61#.

What about other mechanisms? It is worth noting tha
~as is commonly believed! different neuron firing patterns
correspond in some way to different conscious perceptio
then consciousness itself cannot be of a quantum nature
if there is a yet undiscovered physical process in the b
with a very long decoherence time. As mentioned abo
suggestions for such candidates have involved, e.g., su
conductivity @12#, superfluidity @13#, electromagnetic fields
@14#, Bose condensation@15,16#, superflourescence@17#, and
other mechanisms@18,19#. The reason is that as soon as su
a quantum subsystem communicates with the constantly
cohering neurons to create conscious experience, everyt
decoheres.

How extreme are the variations that we can obtain in
decoherence rates by changing our model assumptions?
though the rates can be altered by a few of orders of ma
tude by pushing parameters such as the neuron dimens
the myelination fraction, or the microtubule kink charge
the limits of plausibility, it is clearly impossible to chang
the basic conclusion thattdec!1023 s, i.e., that we are deal
ing with a classical system in the sense of Fig. 1. Even
tiniest neuron imaginable, with only a single ion (N51)
traversing the cell wall during firing, would havetdec
;10214s. Likewise, reducing the effective microtubule kin
charge to a small fraction ofqe would not help.

How are we to understand the above-mentioned cla
that brain subsystems can be sufficiently isolated to exh
macroquantum behavior? It appears that the subtle dis
tion between dissipation and decoherence time scales ha
always been appreciated.

B. Implications for the subject-object-environment
decomposition

Let us now discuss the subsystem decomposition of Fi
in more detail in light of our results. As the figure indicate
the virtue of this decomposition into subject, object, and
vironment is that the subsystem HamiltoniansHs ,Ho ,He
and the interaction HamiltoniansHso ,Hoe ,Hse can cause
qualitatively very different effects. Let us now briefly discu
each of them in turn.

Most of these processes are schematically illustrated
Figs. 4 and 5, where for purposes of illustration, we ha
shown the extremely simple case where both the subject
object have only a single degree of freedom that can take
only a few distinct values~three for the subject, two for the
object!. For definiteness, we denote the three subject st
u –̈&, u^̈&, andu_̈&, and interpret them as the observer fe
ing neutral, happy, and sad, respectively. We denote the
object statesu↑& and u↓&, and interpret them as the spin com
ponent~‘‘up’’ or ‘‘down’’ ! in the z direction of a spin-1/2
system, say a silver atom. The joint system consisting
subject and object therefore has only 23356 basis states
u –̈↑&, u –̈↓&, u^̈↑&, u^̈↓&, u_̈↑&, u_̈↓&. In Figs. 4 and 5, we
have therefore plottedr as a 636 matrix consisting of nine
two-by-two blocks.
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1. Effect of Ho: Constant entropy

If the object were to evolve during a time intervalt with-
out interacting with the subject or the environment (Hso
5Hoe50), then according to Eq.~1! its reduced density
matrix r0 would evolve intoUr0U† with the same entropy
since the time-evolution operatorU[e2 iH 0t is unitary.

Suppose the subject stays in the stateu –̈&, and the object
starts out in the pure stateu↑&. Let the object HamiltonianHo
correspond to a magnetic field in they direction causing the
spin to precess to thex direction, i.e., to the state (u↑&
1u↓&)/&. The object density matrixr0 then evolves into

r05Uu↑&^↑uU†5
1

2
~ u↑&1u↓&)(^↑u1^↓u!

5
1

2
~ u↑&^↑u1u↑&^↓u1u↓&^↑u1u↓&^↓u!, ~23!

corresponding to the four entries of 1/2 in the second ma
of Fig. 4.

FIG. 4. Time evolution of the 636 density matrix for the basis

statesu–¨ ↑&, u–¨ ↓&, u^̈↑&, u^̈↓&, u_̈↑&, u_̈↓&, as the object evolves
in isolation, then decoheres, then gets observed by the subject
final result is a statistical mixture of the statesu^̈↑&, and u^̈↓&,
simple zero-entropy states like the one we started with.

FIG. 5. Time evolution of the same 636 density matrix as in
Fig. 4 when the subject evolves in isolation, then decoheres.
object remains in the stateu↑& the whole time. The final result is a
statistical mixture of the two statesu^̈↑& and u_̈↑&.
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This is quite typical of pure quantum time evolution:
basis state eventually evolves into a superposition of b
states, and the quantum nature of this superposition is m
fested by off-diagonal elements inr0 . Another familiar ex-
ample of this is the familiar spreading out of the wave pac
of a free particle.

2. Effect of Hoe: Increasing entropy

This was the effect ofHo alone. In contrast,Hoe will
generally cause decoherence and increase the entropy o
object. As discussed in detail in Sec. III and the Appendix
entangles it with the environment, which suppresses the
diagonal elements of the reduced density matrix of the ob
as illustrated in Fig. 4. IfHoe couples to thez component of
the spin, this destroys the termsu↑&^↓u and u↓&^↑u. Complete
decoherence therefore converts the final state of Eq.~23! into

r05
1

2
~ u↑&^↑u1u↓&^↓u!, ~24!

corresponding to the two entries of 1/2 in the third matrix
Fig. 4.

3. Effect of Hso: Decreasing entropy

WhereasHoe typically causes the apparent entropy of t
object to increase,Hso typically causes it to decrease. Figu
4 illustrates the case of an ideal measurement, where
subject starts out in the stateu –̈& andHso is of such a form
that gets perfectly correlated with the object. In the langu
of Sec. II, an ideal measurement is a type of communica
where the mutual informationI 12 between the subject an
object systems is increased to its maximum possible va
Suppose that the measurement is caused byHso becoming
large during a time interval so brief that we can neglect
effects ofHs andHo . The joint subject1object density ma-
trix rso then evolves asrso°UrsoU

†, where U[exp
@2i*Hsodt#. If observingu↑& makes the subject happy andu↓&

makes the subject sad, then we haveUu –̈↑&5u^̈↑& and

Uu –̈↓&5u_̈↓&. The state given by Eq.~24! would therefore
evolve into

r05
1

2
U~ u –̈&^ –̈ u! ^ ~ u↑&^↑u1u↓&^↓u!U† ~25!

5
1

2
~Uu –̈↑&^ –̈↑uU†1Uu –̈↓&^ –̈↓uU† ~26!

5
1

2
~ u^̈↑&^^̈↑u1u_̈↓&^_̈↓u!, ~27!

as illustrated in Fig. 4. This final state contains a mixture
two subjects, corresponding to definite but opposite kno
edge of the object state. According to both of them, the
tropy of the object has decreased from one bit to zero b

In general, we see that the object decreases its ent
when it exchanges information with the subject and increa
when it exchanges information with the environment@64#.
Loosely speaking, the entropy of an object decreases w
you look at it and increases while you do not@65,66#.
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4. Effect if Hs: The thought process

So far, we have focused on the object and discussed
fects of its internal dynamics (Ho) and its interactions with
the environment (Hoe) and subject (Hso). Let us now turn to
the subject and consider the role played by its internal
namics (Hs) and interactions with the environment (Hse). In
his seminal 1993 book, Stapp@3# presents an argument abo
brain dynamics that can be summarized as follows.

~1! Since the brain contains;1011 synapses connecte
together by neurons in a highly nonlinear fashion, there m
be a huge number of metastable reverberating patter
pulses into which the brain can evolve.

~2! Neural network simulations have indicated that t
metastable state into which a brain does in fact evolve
pends sensitively on the initial conditions in small numbe
of synapses.

~3! The latter depends on the locations of a small num
of calcium atoms, which might be expected to be in quant
superpositions.

~4! Therefore, one would expect the brain to evolve into
quantum superposition of many such metastable config
tions.

~5! Moreover, the fatigue characteristics of the synap
junctions will cause any given metastable state to beco
after a short time, unstable: the subject will then be forced
search for a new metastable configuration, and will theref
continue to evolve into a superposition of increasingly d
parate states. If different states~perceptions! of the subject
correspond to different metastable states of neuron firing
terns, a definite perception would eventually evolve into
superposition of several subjectively distinguishable perc
tions.

We will follow Stapp in making this assumption abo
Hs . For illustrative purposes, let us assume that this
happen even at the level of a single thought or snap deci
where the outcome feels unpredictable to us. Consider
following experiment: the subject starts out with a blank fa
and counts silently to three, then makes a snap decision
whether to smile or frown. The time-evolution operatorU

[exp@2i*Hsdt# will then have the property thatUu –̈&
5(u^̈&1u_̈&)/&, so the subject density matrixrs will
evolve into

rs5Uu –̈&^ –̈ uU†5
1

2
~ u^̈&1u_̈&)(^^̈u1^_̈u!

5
1

2
~ u^̈&^^̈u1u^̈&^_̈u1u_̈&^^̈u1u_̈&^_̈u!, ~28!

corresponding to the four entries of 1/2 in the second ma
in Fig. 5.

5. Effect of Hse. Subject decoherence

Just asHoe can decohere the object,Hse can decohere the
subject. The difference is that whereas the object can
either a quantum system~with small Hoe) or a classical sys-
tem ~with large Hoe), a human subject always has a lar
interaction with the environment. As we showed in Sec.
tdec!tdyn for the subject, i.e., the effect ofHse is faster than
that ofHs by many orders of magnitude. This means that
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should, strictly speaking, not think of macrosuperpositio
such as Eq.~28! as first forming and then decohering as
Fig. 5—rather, subject decoherence is so fast that such
perpositions decohere already during their process of for
tion. Therefore we are never even close to being able
perceive superpositions of different perceptions. Reduc
object decoherence~from Hoe) during measurement woul
make no difference, since decoherence would take plac
the brain long before the transmission of the appropriate s
sory input through sensory nerves had been completed.

C. H e and H soe

The environment is of course the most complicated s
tem, since it contains the vast majority of the degrees
freedom in the total system. It is therefore very fortunate t
we can so often ignore it, considering only those limit
aspects of it that affect the subject and object.

For the most generalH, there can also be an ugly irredu
ible residual term Hsoe[H2Hs2Ho2He2Hso2Hoe
2Hse.

D. IMPLICATIONS FOR MODELING COGNITIVE
PROCESSES

For the neural network community, the implication of o
result is ‘‘business as usual,’’ i.e., there is no need to wo
about the fact that current simulations do not incorpor
effects of quantum coherence. The only remnant from qu
tum mechanics is the apparent randomness that we su
tively perceive every time the subject system evolves int
superposition as in Eq.~28!, but this can be simply modele
by including a random number generator in the simulati
In other words, the recipe used to prescribe when a gi
neuron should fire and how synaptic coupling streng
should be updated may have to involve some classical
domness to correctly mimic the behavior of the brain.

1. Hyperclassicality

If a subject system is to be a good model of us,Hso and
Hse need to meet certain criteria: decoherence and com
nication are necessary, but fluctuation and dissipation m
be kept low enough that the subject does not lose its
tonomy completely.

In our study of neural processes, we concluded that
subject is not a quantum system, sincetdec!tdyn. However,
since the dissipation timetdiss for neuron firing is of the
same order as its dynamical time scale, we see that in
sense of Fig. 1, the subject is not a simple classical sys
either. It is therefore somewhat misleading to think of it
simply some classical degrees of freedom evolving fairly
disturbed~only interacting enough to stay decohered and
casionally communicate with the outside world!. Rather, the
semiautonomous degrees of freedom that constitute the
ject are to be found at a higher level of complexity, perha
as metastable global patters of neuron firing.

These degrees of freedom might be termed ‘‘hypercla
cal’’: although there is nothing quantum mechanical ab
their equations of motion~except that they can be stocha
tic!, they may bear little resemblance with the underlyi
classical equations from which they were derived. Ene
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conservation and other familiar concepts from Hamilton
dynamics will be irrelevant for these more abstract eq
tions, since neurons are energy pumped and highly diss
tive. Other examples of such hyperclassical systems incl
the time evolution of the memory contents of a regu
~highly dissipative! digital computer as well as the motion o
the screen of objects in a computer game.

2. Nature of the subject system

In this paper, we have tacitly assumed that consciousn
is synonymous with certain brain processes. This is w
Lockwood terms the ‘‘identity theory’’@67#. It dates back to
Hobbes~;1660! and has been espoused by, e.g., Russ
Feigl, Smart, Armstrong, Churchland, and Lockwood hi
self. Let us briefly explore the more specific assumption t
the subject degrees of freedom are our perceptions. In
picture, some of the subject degrees of freedom would h
to constitute a ‘‘world model,’’ with the interactionHso such
that the resulting communication keeps these degrees of
dom highly correlated with selected properties of the outs
world (object1environment). Some such properties, i.e.,~1!
the intensity of the electromagnetic field on the retina, av
aged through three narrow-band filters~color vision! and one
broadband filter~black-and-white vision!, ~2! the spectrum
of air pressure fluctuations in the ears~sound!, ~3! the chemi-
cal composition of gas in the nose~smell! and solutions in
the mouth~taste!, ~4! heat and pressure at a variety of sk
locations, and~5! locations of body parts, are tracked rath
continuously, with the corresponding mutual informationI 12
between subject and surroundings remaining fairly const
Persisting correlations with properties of the past state of
surroundings~memories! further contribute to the mutual in
formation I 12. Much of I 12 is due to correlations with quite
subtle aspects of the surroundings, e.g., the contents
books. The total mutual informationI 12 between a person
and the external world is fairly low at birth, gradually grow
through learning, and falls when we forget. In contrast, m
innate objects have a very small mutual information with t
rest of the world, books and diskettes being notable exc
tions.

The extremely limited selection of properties that the su
ject correlates with has presumably been determined by e
lutionary utility, since it is known to differ between specie
birds perceive four primary colors but cats only one, be
perceive light polarization, etc. In this picture, we shou
therefore not consider these particular~‘‘classical’’! aspects
of our surroundings to be more fundamental than the v
majority that the subject system is uncorrelated with. Mo
over, our perception of, e.g., space is as subjective as
perception of color, just as suggested by, e.g., Ref.@51#.

3. The binding problem

One of the motivations for models with quantum cohe
ence in the brain was the so-called binding problem. In
words of James@77,78#, ‘‘the only realities are the separat
molecules, or at most cells. Their aggregation into a ‘bra
is a fiction of popular speech.’’ James’ concern, shared
many after him, was that consciousness did not seem to
spatially localized to any one small part of the brain, y
subjectively feels like a coherent entity. Because of th
Stapp@3# and many others have appealed to quantum co
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ence, arguing that this could make consciousness a ho
effect involving the brain as a whole.

However, nonlocal degrees of freedom can be import
even in classical physics, For instance, oscillations in a gu
string are local in Fourier space, not in real space, so in
case the ‘‘binding problem’’ can be solved by a simp
change of variables. As Eddington remarked@79#, when ob-
serving the ocean we perceive the moving waves as ob
in their own right because they display a certain permane
even though the water itself is only bobbing up and dow
Similarly, thoughts are presumably highly nonlocal exci
tion patterns in the neural network of our brain, except o
nonlinear and much more complex nature. In short, this
thor feels that there is no binding problem.

4. Outlook

In summary, our decoherence calculations have indica
that there is nothing fundamentally quantum mechan
about cognitive processes in the brain, supporting Hep
conjecture@33#. Specifically, the computations in the bra
appear to be of a classical rather than quantum nature,
the argument by Lisewski@80# that quantum corrections ma
be needed for accurate modeling of some details, e.g.,
Markovian noise in neurons, does of course not change
conclusion. This means that although the current state
the-art in neural network hardware is clearly still very f
from being able to model and understand cognitive proce
as complex as those in the brain, there are no quant
mechanical reasons to doubt that this research is on the
track.
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APPENDIX: DECOHERENCE FORMULAS

The quantitative effect of decoherence from both sho
range interactions~scattering! and long-range interaction
was first derived in a seminal paper by Joos and Zeh@45#.
Since our application involved scattering between partic
of comparable mass, we used a generalized version of t
results that included the effect of recoil@46#. In this appen-
dix, we derive a slightly generalized formula for long-ran
interactions, and briefly comment on the relation betwe
these short-range and long-range limiting cases.

1. Decoherence due to tidal forces

Even if the dissipation and fluctuation caused byH int is
dynamically unimportant,H1 andH2 can be neglected in Eq
~2! when calculating the decoherence effect in the ma
tic
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cases where the interaction Hamiltonian decoheres the ob
on a time scale far below the dynamical time. In this a
proximation, we consider two particles with an interacti
H5H int5V(r22r1) for some potentialV. According to Eq.
~1!, the two-particle density matrixr therefore evolves as

r~r1 ,r18 ,r2 ,r28 ,t01t !

5r~r1 ,r18 ,r2 ,r28 ,t !exp$2 i @V~r22r1!2V~r282r18!#/\%.

~A1!

Following Ref. @45#, we assume that the two particles a
fairly localized near their initial average positions

r i
0[^r i&05tr @r ir i~ t0!#, ~A2!

i 51,2, and approximate the potential by its second or
Taylor expansion

V~r22r1!'V~a!2F•~x22x1!1
1

2
~x22x1! tM ~x22x1!.

~A3!

HereF[52¹V(a) is the average force,M is the Hessian
matrix M i j [] i] jV(a), anda[r2

02r1
0. We have introduced

relative coordinatesxi[r i2r i
0. Assuming that the two par

ticles are independent initially as in Ref.@45#, i.e., thatr(t0)
takes the separable form r(x1 ,x18 ,x2 ,x28 ,t0)
5r1(x1 ,x18 ,t0)r2(x2 ,x28 ,t0), this gives

r1~x1 ,x18 ,t01t !5tr 2r~ t01t !5E r~x1 ,x18 ,x,x,t01t !d3x

5r1~x1 ,x18 ,t0! f ~x1 ,x18 ,t !, ~A4!

where

f ~x1 ,x18 ,t !'exp@ if~x1 ,x18 ,t !#E r2~x2 ,x28 ,t0!

3exp@2 i t ~x182x1! tMx2 /\#d3x2

5exp@ if~x1 ,x18 ,t !# p̂2@M ~x182x1!t/\#.

~A5!

Here the phase factor

exp@ if~x,x8,t !#[exp$~ i /\!@F•~x82x!1x8tMx 8/2

2xtMx /2#% ~A6!

is of no importance for decoherence, since it does not s
press the magnitudeur1(x1 ,x18 ,t)u of the off-diagonal
elements—it merely causes momentum transfer related
fluctuation and dissipation. It is the other term that cau
decoherence. p̂2 is the Fourier transform of p2(x)
[r2(x,x,t0), the probability distribution for the location o
the environment particle.

2. Properties of the effect

Let us briefly discuss some qualitative features of E
~A5!. Since p̂2(0)5*p2(x2)d3x25tr r251,r1(x,x8) re-
mains unchanged on the diagonalx5x8. This is becauseH int
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is not changing the position of our our object particle, mer
its momentum. Since the mean position^x2&5*p2x2d3x2
5tr@x2r2#50 vanishes@using Eq.~A2!#, we have¹ p̂2(0)
50. In fact, uf u takes a maximum on the diagonal, an
the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma shows thatu f u5u p̂2u<1
wheneverxÞx8, with equality only for the unphysical cas
wherep2 is a d function, i.e., where the location of the en
vironment particle is perfectly known.] i] j u f (0)u5
2M ^x2x2

t &M t2/2\2, so the larger̂ x2x2
t & is ~i.e., the more

spread out the environment particle is!, the closer to the di-
agonal decoherence will suppress our density matrix.

SinceM is the shear matrix of the force field2¹V, we
see that it is tidal forces that are causing the decoheren
the average forceF simply contributes to the phase fact
eif. Specifically, the rate at which our object degrees
freedomr1 decohere grows with the tidal force that it exe
on the environment: if the environment particle is spread
with ^x2x2

t & large, experiencing a wide range of forces fro
the object, object decoherence is rapid. In the opposite s
ation, where the object is spread out and the environmen
not, the object will experience strong classical tidal forc
but no decoherence.

3. Relation between long-range and short-range decoherence

Above we derived the effect of decoherence from lon
range tidal forces. Another interesting case that has b
solved analytically@45# is that of short-range interaction
that can be modeled as scattering events. If the scatte
takes place during a short enough time interval that we
neglect the internal dynamics of the object, then its redu
density matrix changes as@46#

r1~r ,r 8!�r1~r ,r 8! p̂S r 82r

\ D , ~A7!

wherep(q) is the probability distribution for the momentum
transferq in the collision. This equation generalizes the sc
tering result of Ref.@45# by including the effect of recoil.
The larger the uncertainty in momentum transfer, the str
ger the decoherence effect becomes, since wideningp nar-
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rows its Fourier transformp̂. Changing the mean momentum
transfer^q& does not affect the decoherence, merely contr
utes a phase factor just asF did above. Typically, the las
factor in Eq.~A7! destroys coherence down to scales of ord
the de Broglie wavelength of the scatterer, with direction
modulations from the angular dependence of the scatte
cross section. Generalization to a steady flux of scatte
particles@46# gives Eq.~6!.

Equation~A7! has striking similarities with the tidal force
result of Eq. ~A5!: in both cases, the density matrix ge
multiplied by the Fourier transform of a probability distribu
tion. If fact, up to uninteresting phase factors, we can rew
our Eq.~A5! in exactly the form of Eq.~A7! by redefiningp
to be the probability distribution for momentum transferq
5M (x22x1)t due to tidal forces for a fixedx1 , i.e.,

p~q![p2~x2!
d3x2

d3q
5

p2~x11M21q/t !

t3 detM
. ~A8!

Fourier transforming this expression and substituting the
sult into Eq.~A7!, we recover Eq.~A5! up to a phase factor

Perhaps the simplest way to understand all these resu
in terms of Wigner functions@81#. If W(x1 ,p1) is the Wigner
phase space distribution for the object particle, then any
the momentum-transferring interactions that we have con
ered will take the form

W~x1 ,p1!�E W~x1 ,p12q!p~q,x1!d3q ~A9!

for some probability distributionp that may or may not de-
pend onx1 . Since the density matrix

r1~x1 ,x18!5E WS x11x18

2
,pDexp@2 i ~x2x8!•p#d3p

~A10!

is just the Wigner function Fourier transformed in the m
mentum direction~and rotated by 45°!, the convolution with
p in Eq. ~A9! reduces to a simple multiplication withp̂ in Eq.
~A7!.
of
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